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Marking Key

( ) = Acceptable extra words are placed in brackets

/ = A single slash is placed between acceptable alternative words within an answer

// = A double slash is placed between acceptable alternative complete answers
Movers Tests Answer Keys

MOVERS 1: LISTENING

Part 1 5 marks
1 Jim boy in tractor
2 Vicky girl planting plants
3 Julia girl feeding chickens
4 Fred boy looking at donkey's teeth
5 Sally girl climbing tree

Part 2 5 marks
1 100 / a hundred
2 snow
3 B-R-O-W-N
4 Tuesday
5 penguins

Part 3 5 marks
1 Cheese F
2 Sandwiches C
3 Milkshake H
4 Coffee D
5 Pasta A

Part 4 5 marks
1 C
2 A
3 B
4 A
5 B

Part 5 5 marks
1 Colour bigger bat on poster / blue
2 Colour woman's scarf / yellow
3 Write toys / TOYS on the child's box
4 Colour seat behind man / red
5 Colour map in child's hands / orange
MOVERS 1: READING AND WRITING

Part 1  5 marks
1  a basement
2  comics
3  a lift
4  a lion
5  skates

Part 2  6 marks
1  C
2  B
3  A
4  C
5  A
6  B

Part 3  6 marks
1  ticket
2  sandwich
3  waiting
4  field
5  laughed
6  Fred makes some new friends

Part 4  5 marks
1  of
2  Did
3  Their
4  called
5  than

Part 5  7 marks
1  Wednesday
2  take (some) photos
3  (small red) spiders
4  lemonade
5  to rain / raining
6  (hot) shower
7  (their) father / (the children’s) father / Dad

Part 6  10 marks
1  jellyfish / (funny) fish
2  pirate’s hat / (black) hat
3  (the / a) dolphin
4  (He’s) painting (a boat) (blue)
5  and 6 accept any plausible answers e.g.

There are two birds in the sky.
The box has treasure in it.
The sand is yellow.
There is a ship behind the island.
A red balloon is in the sky.
There is a pink shell under the sea.
The sun is behind a cloud.
The sky is blue.
There are lots of clouds.
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MOVERS 2: LISTENING

Part 1 5 marks
1 Lily girl who’s carrying a duck
2 Julia woman with tray of glasses
3 Jack boy running after dog
4 Fred boy by the rabbit cage
5 Sally girl climbing into the tractor

Part 2 5 marks
1 supermarket
2 15
3 T-A-N-G-O
4 bikes
5 pancakes

Part 3 5 marks
1 her aunt F
2 her best friend B
3 her cousin G
4 her brother E
5 her parents A

Part 4 5 marks
1 A
2 A
3 B
4 C
5 B

Part 5 5 marks
1 Colour sweater of woman with plate of pasta / red
2 Colour smaller bottle / brown
3 Write happy / HAPPY on the girl’s balloon above BIRTHDAY
4 Colour bag on the floor / pink
5 Colour one flower in the vase on table / blue
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MOVERS 2: READING AND WRITING

Part 1 5 marks
1 a dentist
2 a funfair
3 a hospital
4 a picnic
5 soup

Part 2 6 marks
1 B
2 C
3 C
4 A
5 B
6 C

Part 3 6 marks
1 wet
2 hopping
3 surprised
4 snake
5 jungle
6 Jim’s jungle dream

Part 4 5 marks
1 most
2 which
3 swim
4 than
5 out

Part 5 7 marks
1 present
2 make
3 (sweet) brown puppy/dog
4 long tail
5 garden
6 Mrs Green’s house
7 Teddy

Part 6 10 marks
1 tree
2 sandwiches
3 on the balcony
4 roller skating
5 and 6 accept any plausible answers e.g.

Two children / Two boys are playing table tennis.

The family are outside in the garden.

There are five children in the picture.

It’s a sunny day.

There are two clouds in the sky.

One girl is helping her sister.
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MOVERS 3: LISTENING

Part 1  5 marks
1  Sally  girl long hair, holding tickets
2  Julia  woman in red coat
3  Peter  man in black uniform and green cap
4  Fred  boy with a dog
5  Ben  boy standing in train taking photo

Part 2  5 marks
1  Fields
2  helmet
3  H-O-J-A-N
4  towels
5  fish

Part 3  5 marks
1  his sister G
2  his daughter H
3  his brother A
4  his granddaughter E
5  his cousin D

Part 4  5 marks
1  B
2  A
3  C
4  B
5  A

Part 5  5 marks
1  Colour  boat boy is carrying / purple
2  Colour  kite boy is holding / yellow
3  Colour  sweater of taller skateboarder / blue
4  Write  picnics / PICNICS on board near tree
5  Colour  frog / red
## MOVERS 3: READING AND WRITING

### Part 1 5 marks
1. a farmer
2. a lift
3. a doctor
4. a band
5. a roof

### Part 2 6 marks
1. A
2. B
3. B
4. C
5. A
6. C

### Part 3 6 marks
1. parents
2. ran
3. nurse
4. clown
5. laugh
6. Some exciting homework

### Part 4 5 marks
1. have
2. well
3. which
4. of
5. come

### Part 5 7 marks
1. first lesson
2. fun
3. the (small) island
4. cloudy and wet
5. rock
6. phone
7. (red) balloon

### Part 6 10 marks
1. (purple) hat
2. (blue) coat
3. on the mirror
4. Some / three dresses
5. and 6 accept any plausible answers e.g.

A mother and her two children are in a clothes shop.

The parrot is dancing like the girl in the hat.

The boy is sitting on a chair.

The boy is reading a comic.

The girl is having fun dressing up.

There are some clothes on a table.

There are some buildings outside the window.